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THE presence of metastatic cells in a bone marrow aspirate was reported 
by Rohr and Hegglin1 in 1936. The incidence of such a finding and the 

importance attached to it vary considerably in reports published since that 
time. Our report concerns a retrospective study of the case records of 83 pa-
tients whose bone marrows were found to contain metastatic cells. The pur-
pose of the study was to determine the significance of bone marrow findings 
and to correlate the presence of metastatic cells with other laboratory find-
ings. 

Materials and methods 

From 1959 through 1970 approximately 7,000 bone marrow aspirates were 
performed at the Cleveland Clinic. Of these, 83 contained metastatic cells, 
and are the basis of this study. In this group of patients, the indications for 
bone marrow aspirations varied widely, but it was not a part of the routine 
investigation of patients with cancer. Patients with myeloma, leukemia, or 
lymphoma were excluded from the study. The clinical record of each patient 
was reviewed, and the various investigations that led to the diagnosis of 
cancer were related temporally to one another. These investigations included 
the medical history, physical examination, roentgenographic findings, biopsy 
of the primary tumor, and bone marrow aspiration. The complete blood 
count, serum alkaline phosphatase content, and the duration of survival of 
each patient after bone marrow aspiration were observed when such informa-
tion was available. 

The bone marrow specimens were obtained from the sternum or from the 
posterior iliac crest. The aspirates were spread on coverslips and stained with 
Wright's stain. Sections of marrow particles or clots were not prepared. The 
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cellularity of the aspirates was judged on the basis of few or many neoplastic 
cells, and also on the basis of reduced or normal numbers of marrow ele-
ments. Thus, there were four possible categories. With respect to tumor cells, 
Group I contained only a few scattered metastatic cells or rare, small clumps. 
In Group II, frequent clumps or large sheets of metastatic cells were present. 
With respect to the cellularity of normal marrow elements, Group A con-
tained less than 50 percent of normal marrow elements, and Group B con-
tained 50 percent or more normal marrow elements. 

Findings 

The group of 83 patients comprised 44 males and 39 females. There were 
eight children whose ages ranged from 2 to 12 years. The ages of the 75 adults 
ranged from 26 to 77 years. 

In 60 patients the origin of the neoplasm was verified by histologic exami-
nation of the primary lesion. In five patients the origin was strongly indicated 
by roentgenographic evidence. In the other 18 patients the origin was not 
determined; in seven of those patients the only tissue available for histologic 
study was bone marrow, and in 11 the neoplasms were so widespread and 
anaplastic that it was not possible to determine their origin. 

In women, carcinoma of the breast was the commonest primary tumor. In 
men, carcinoma of the prostate was the commonest (Tab l e 1). All examples 
of carcinoma of the lung, the second most frequent primary neoplasm in 
men, were of the small-cell type (oat-cell carcinoma). Neuroblastoma or reti-
noblastoma was the primary neoplasm in seven of the eight children. The 
morphology of the malignant cells in the bone marrow aspirates offered no 

Table 1.-—Site or type of primary neoplasms in 83 pa-
tients whose bone marrow aspirates contained 

metastatic neoplasms 

Patients, number 

Site or type of primary neoplasm Male Female 

Breast 0 22 
Prostate 13 0 
Lung 10 0 
Neuroblastoma and retinoblastoma 3 4 
Miscellaneous 5* 8 f 
Anaplastic or not known 13 5 

Total 44 39 

* Bladder, melanoma, kidney, stomach, mouth, 
f Cecum, pancreas, stomach(2), angiosarcoma (liver), ovary, 
ependymoblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma (nose). 
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Fig. 1. Malignant melanoma with the characteristic granular pigment. Wright's stain; 
magnification X 800. 

basis for predicting the origin of the cancer except in one instance. The ex-
ception was a pigmented malignant melanoma (Fig. 1), a finding previously 
described by Battle and Stasney.2 Metastases from the same organ were often 
strikingly dissimilar (Fig. 2 A and B); whereas, metastases from different or-
gans were sometimes indistinguishable (Fig. 3 A and B). 

The significance of the bone marrow findings is summarized in Table 2. 
In each of 34 (41 percent) patients, the finding of metastatic cells in the bone 
marrow was the first evidence of a malignant lesion, in 12 of these it was the 
only evidence; in 29 (35 percent) other patients, the bone marrow aspirate 
provided the first evidence of metastasis. In the remaining 20 (24 percent), 
the bone marrow aspirate provided confirmatory evidence of widespread me-
tastases. Follow-up reports were complete for 67 patients and, of these, 40 
(60 percent) were dead within one month of the bone marrow study (Table 

The cellularity of the aspirates ranged from a hypocellular specimen with 
few malignant cells (Group I A) to a hypercellular specimen containing 
ample bone marrow with large metastatic deposits (Group II B) (Table 4). 
The 

most frequent combination was a large number of metastatic cells 
among scant normal marrow elements (Group II A). The appearance of the 
metastatic cells varied widely. The most common pattern consisted of syncy-
tia of pleomorphic cells with indistinct cellular outlines, abundant foamy 
cytoplasm, and prominent nucleoli. Less frequently the cell contained only 
scanty cytoplasm. Occasionally the appearance suggested gland formation. In 
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Fig. 2. Metastases from the same organ (breast) with different morphologic appearance. 
Wright's stain; magnification X 500. 

three specimens, the metastatic cells closely resembled atypical plasma cells 
(Fig. 4). The primary neoplasms were breast and pancreas and in each in-
stance the original tumor contained abundant signet-ring cells. 

The peripheral blood findings are summarized in Table 5. In 22 (26 
percent) patients these were within normal limits. It is interesting that 
a normal peripheral blood picture was found in 7 of 10 patients with car-
cinoma of the lung. Anemia (blood hemoglobin content less than 12 g per 
100 ml in men, and less than 10 g per 100 ml in women) was present in 59 
patients (71 percent). A leukoerythroblastic blood picture, consisting of the 
presence of nucleated red blood cells and immature granulocytes was found 
in 44 patients (53 percent); all but one of these were anemic. A leukemoid 
reaction of granulocytic type with a white cell count of more than 45,000 
per cubic millimeter was seen in four patients (5 percent), and leukopenia 
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Table 2.-—Diagnostic value of the finding of metastatic 
neoplasm in bone marrow aspirates in 83 patients 

Number of patients 
(percent) 

Only evidence of neoplasm before autopsy 12 (13) 
First evidence of neoplasm 22 (28) 
First evidence of metastasis 29 (35) 
Evidence of extent of metastasis 20 (24) 

Fig. 3. Metastases from different organs with similar morphologic appearance. Wright's 
stain. A, Renal cell carcinoma; magnification X 500. B, Prostate; magnification X 530. 

with a white cell count less than 3,000 per cubic millimeter in three others 
(4 percent). 

The serum alkaline phosphatase value was increased in 50 of 71 patients 
in whom it was measured. In more than 80 percent of the patients, an ab-
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Table 3.—Survival of 67 patients 
after the demonstration of meta-
static cells in bone marrow as-
pirates 

Survival, months Patients, number 

<1 40 
1-6 13 
7-12 9 

13-18 5 

Table 4.—Relationship between tumor cells and normal 
marrow elements in 83 bone marrow aspirates (see 

text for explanation) 

Normal marrow elements 

A B 
Metastatic cells (Reduced) (Normal) 

I (Few) 14 (18 percent) 11 (13 percent) 
I I (Many) 36 (43 percent) 22 (26 percent) 

normal peripheral blood picture, an increased serum alkaline phosphatase 
value, or a combination of both, was found. 

A skeletal roentgenographic survey, including the thorax, the lumbar ver-
tebrae, and pelvis was performed in each of the 83 patients, and evidence of 
metastatic neoplasm was found in 39. Of the eight patients who had normal 
peripheral blood pictures and normal serum alkaline phosphatase levels, five 
had roentgenographic evidence of metastatic neoplasm. 

Discussion 

In this series of cases, the commonest primary tumors are carcinoma of the 
breast in women and carcinomas of the prostate and lung in men. These are 
the same primary tumors that Meyer3 found most frequently in his survey 
of metastatic carcinoma in the skeleton. Since these tumors are mainly 
anaplastic, it was only in the case of melanotic melanoma that the primary 
site or cell type could be inferred from a study of the bone marrow metas-
tases. The grave prognostic significance of finding metastatic neoplastic 
cells in a bone marrow aspirate is a reflection of both the anaplastic nature 
of the neoplasm and its widespread distribution. 

There was no common pattern between the proportion of metastatic 
cells and marrow elements in this group of bone marrow aspirates. In 33 
instances, metastatic tumor cells were found in association with normal 
numbers of normal marrow cells. Detection of the metastatic cells may be 
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Fig. 4. Metastatic carcinoma with cytologic features resembling plasma cells. Wright's 
stain; magnification X 500. 

T a b l e 5 . — A b n o r m a l p e r i p h e r a l b l o o d find-
ings in 8 3 p a t i e n t s w i t h m e t a s t a t i c cel ls in 

t h e b o n e m a r r o w 

Abnormal blood finding Number of patients 

Anemia 59 (71 percent) 
Lcukoerythroblastosis 44 (53 percent) 
Leukemoid reaction 4 (5 percent) 
Leukopenia 3 (4 percent) 

difficult in these circumstances. False-positive diagnoses are seldom a prob-
lem when groups of cells are a requisite. Slager and Reilly4 pointed out 
that mistakes may occur when diagnosis is based on single cells. 

The pleomorphic appearance of the metastatic cells not only makes it 
difficult to determine their origin, but may lead to confusion with primary 
neoplasms of the bone marrow. For example, cells from three signet-ring 
carcinomas (two adenocarcinomas of breast and one adenocarcinoma of 
pancreas) closely resembled the atypical plasma cells seen in multiple mye-
loma. The distinction between myeloma and metastatic carcinoma is further 
complicated by the fact that monoclonal gammopathies have been reported 
in association with metastatic carcinoma.5 Furthermore, metastatic carci-
noma in the bone marrow has been found to coexist with malignant dis-
orders of plasma cclls.0 The histochemical demonstration of mucin in the 
metastatic cells may help to make a distinction. Neuroblastoma and acute 
lymphocytic leukemia may have morphologic similarities and the problem 
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Table 6.—Reported incidences of metastasis to bone marrow in patients known 
to have malignant neoplasms (lymphomas and leukemias excluded) 

Patients with 
bone marrow 

Patients, 
number 

metastasis, 
percent Comments 

Rohr and Hegglin1 74 14 
Kreyberg and Poppe14 100 8 1 case of myeloma 
Stöger15 110 9 
Lanier16 32 25 
Rundles and Jonsson11 30 57 Carcinoma of prostate 
Weisberger and Heinle17 50 14 
Jonsson and Rundles18 152 46 
Rubinstein and Smelin9 100 45 All with late stage carcinoma 
Clifton et al.1 0 57 33 Carcinoma of prostate 
Hyman and Harvey8 650 10 
Pillers et al.19 601 6 All with early cancer 
Pease5 0 186 18 
Sandberg et a l . " 600 8 80 (13 percent) had atypical cells 
Skelton7 225 20 Autopsy materials and tissue 

sections 
Gaffney et al.13 31 50 Neuroblastoma 
Delta and Pinker- 79 35 Children 
Welsh and MacKinney12 18 50 Carcinoma of prostate 
Stonier and Evans23 83 13 
Grann et al.24 93 17 
Emerson and Finkel25 15 15 
Slager and Reilly4 410 10 
Mendoza et al.26 807 8 Many with advanced disease 
Finklestein et al.27 213 28 Children 

of distinguishing between each is compounded by the fact that both neo-
plasms occur most commonly in children. 

The wide variation in the reported incidences of metastatic tumor cells 
in bone marrow aspirates is reflected in Table 6. This variation appears 
to be related to selection of patients, since much higher incidences were 
found in those patients with proved malignant neoplasms;7 with the "late 
stage cancer";8 '9 and with carcinoma of the prostate10"12 or neuroblastoma;13 

—neoplasms that have known propensity for osseous metastasis. The indi-
cations used for performing a bone marrow aspirate also vary in these pub-
lished reports. For instance, in some series all patients with a specific tu-
mor were studied, in others only patients with advanced disease were 
studied. In the series we report here, the indication was most often hema-
tologic, and aspirations were seldom performed for the specific purpose 
of searching for metastases. Thus, no information concerning the incidence 
of metastasis can be gained from our study. Selection of patients also accounts 
for the particularly high proportion of cases in which clinically useful infor-
mation was obtained. 
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The commonest indications for performing marrow aspirates in our 
series of patients were unexplained anemia and a leukoerythroblastic blood 
picture. These findings, particularly when associated with an increased 
serum alkaline phosphatase value, are valid indications for performing a 
bone marrow aspiration. Although bone marrow aspiration is most likely 
to provide useful information under these circumstances, it is such a simple 
procedure to perform that it should be considered whenever metastatic 
neoplasm is suspected. Localized areas of tenderness or roentgenographic 
changes may indicate the best site for the aspiration. 

Summary 

A retrospective study of 83 patients whose bone barrow aspirates con-
tained metastatic cells is presented. The commonest primary neoplasm in 
men was carcinoma of the prostate or lung, and in women carcinoma of 
the breast. The prognosis was uniformly extremely poor. With one excep-
tion, it was not possible to ascertain the origin of the metastatic cells from 
a study of their morphology. In three cases, distinction from multiple 
myeloma was difficult to make. The finding of a leukoerythroblastic anemia 
and an increased serum alkaline phosphatase value are commonly associ-
ated with metastatic cells in the bone marrow. 
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